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VLT ABOVE AND/OR UNDER CARRIAGE SPECIAL KEYBOARDS

In 1995 VLT introduced its famous time saving 
Above and/or Under Carriage Keyboards. A very 
robust, designed VLT product (suitable for a rough 
environment), which guides the inspector through 
the test and in combination with the VLT Test Lane 
concept database, it tells the inspector by way of 
green LED’s which items need to be inspected. 

If there are no fail items, the inspector simply 
presses the large enter key to confirm that the test 
is completed. 
If there are (major) items that fail, he presses the 
failed items key once and a red LED lights up, while 
the green LED goes off. 
If the selected item is a minor fail, he presses the 
failed key twice. The first time the red LED lights up 
and after the second time both the green and red 
LED’s  are on. This means that this item or items 
need no repair before passing the overall test. The 
VLT Above and/or Under Carriage Keyboard has 
86 keys and a large enter key. The user can make 
changes on the keyboard if one is using the VLT Test 
Lane software module. 
If the VLT Above and/or Under Carriage keyboard is 
installed in the VLT Test Lane concept with 32” TFT-
LCD monitors, all the information on fail (minor or 
major) is displayed: minor items by green V / red X 
and major items only by red X. Correction can easily 
be made by pressing one time more on the same 
key (repeat function).

VLT 0845 (Console only)

Technical specifications:

Model VLT 101034
Overall dimensions (w x h x d) 565 x 275 x 60 mm
Number of keys 86 plus ENTER key
Number of LED’s 86 green plus 86 red
Interface out RS 232 / RS 422
Number of keyboards to connect serial two keyboards in serial by RS 232 available
Number of keyboards to connect parallel as RS 232 / RS 422 ports available
Power requirement use VLT 101046 power supply
Definition of keys by VLT if information is known or by customer

OPTION

Monitor TFT-LCD 15” can be connected to Above and / or Under Carriage Keyboard if connected to 
VL Test Lane software module.

VLT 0845/2 (Console only)Visual Inspection on a Tablet


